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1. General considerations and history of design claim 
construction.
1. A brief history of design patent claim 

construction.
2. What changed and why?
3. Risks of verbalizing design claim vs. when it is 

appropriate.
4. Latest developments 

2. Ornamentality vs. functionality.

3. Other claim interpretation issues.

Design patent claim construction

Morrison & Foerster LLP 6
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• Available for new, original, and ornamental design for an 
article of manufacture.

• Provisions of title relating to utility patents also apply to 
patents for designs, except as otherwise provided.

• (aka except for functionality issue; infringement standard; 
anticipation analysis; obviousness analysis; and availability of 
infringers’ profits).

Statutory basis: 35 U.S.C. § 171

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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George Bruce’s Font:  D’1

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Immediately after Markman decision.  Claim must first be 
properly construed to determine meaning and scope.

• Elmer v. ICC Fabricating, Inc., 67 F.3d 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1995)

1995:  Markman applies to design patents

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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How were courts to construe designs into 
words, and with how much detail?

But what does that mean?

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Design “better represented by the photographic 
illustration than it could be by any description, and a 
description would probably not be intelligible without the 
illustration.”

• Dobson v. Dornan, 118 U.S. 10, 14 (1886).

Well before Markman was Dobson

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Elmer construction high level:

• Design shown and described is sign that includes, inter 
alia, triangular vertical ribs and an upper protrusion. 

Elmer construction – short, high level

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• “[A] ball shaped like a football, with a slender, straight tailshaft 
projecting from the rear of the football.  In addition, the [] design has 
three fins symmetrically arranged around the tailshaft, each of which 
has a gentle curve up and outward which creates a fin with a larger 
surface area at the end furthest from the ball.  The fins flare 
outwardly along the entire length of the tailshaft, with the front end 
of the fin extending slightly up along the side of the football so that 
the fins seemingly protrude from the inside of the football.”

• OddzOn Prods. v. Just Toys, 122 F.3d 1396, 1400 (Fed. Cir. 1997)

OddzOn – Wall of text warning

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• “A hollow tubular frame of generally square cross section, where the square 
has sides of length S, the frame has a length of approximately 3S, and the 
frame has a thickness of approximately T=0.1S; the corners of the cross 
section are rounded, with the outer corner of the cross section rounded on a 
90 degree radius of approximately 1.25T, and the inner corner of the cross 
section rounded on a 90 degree radius of approximately 0.25T; and with 
rectangular abrasive pads of thickness T affixed to three of the sides of the 
frame, covering the flat portion of the sides while leaving the curved radius 
uncovered, with the fourth side of the frame bare.”

• Egyptian Goddess, 2005 WL 5873510, at *1 (N.D. Tex. Dec. 14, 2005).

Egyptian Goddess – Bigger wall than 
OddzOn

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Federal Circuit asks for briefing:  

• “Should claim construction apply to design patents, and, 
if so, what role should that construction play in the 
infringement analysis?”  

• November 26, 2007, Order (Egyptian Goddess, Inc. v. Swisa, Inc.
(Fed. Cir. Case No. 2006-1562).

• Flood of amicus briefs filed on topic.

Federal Circuit asks for briefing

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Yes!  Markman applies.

• BUT

• It does not direct a detailed verbal analysis of design 
patent claims.  Language reminiscent of Dobson.

Egyptian Goddess court on rehearing

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Risks of verbal constructions (straight from Egyptian 
Goddess):

• Undue emphasis on particular features of the design.

• Finder of fact may focus on each described feature 
rather than on design as whole.

Egyptian Goddess:  Risks of claim 
construction

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• “Ordinarily” best route is to stick with drawings.  When, then, should 
you not?

• Particular tricky points that bear on claim scope.  E.g.:

• Functionality
• Disclaimed material 
• Drawing conventions that may not make sense to fact-finder

Benefits of design patent claim 
construction?

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Many courts do not mention design patents explicitly in Patent Local 
Rules at all (e.g., N.D. Cal., E.D. Tex., D. Mass.)

• Some mention design patents in passing, but not in a way that sets 
out a separate claim construction process.  E.g.:

• New Jersey excludes design patents from each paragraph addressing claim 
construction.

• Colorado has one line relating to invalidity contentions.

Not much help from local rules

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Here is the design (Figure 1, that is):

Crocs court reiterates risks

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• And here is the ALJ construction – a wall of text worthy of 
OddzOn and the original Egyptian Goddess construction:

• “[F]ootwear having a foot opening with a strap that may or may not include 
any patterning, is attached to the body of the footwear by two round 
connectors, is of uniform width between the two round connectors, has a 
wrench-head like shape at the point of attachment, and extends to the heel of 
the shoe; with round holes on the roof of the upper placed in a systematic 
pattern; with trapezoid-shaped holes evenly spaced around the sidewall of 
the upper including the front portion; with a relatively flat sole (except for 
upward curvature in the toe and heel) that may or may not contain tread on 
the upper and lower portions of the sole, but if tread exists, does not cover 
the entire sole, and scalloped indentations that extend from the side of the 
sole in the middle portion that curve toward each other.”

• Crocs, Inc. v. ITC, 598 F.3d 1294, 1301 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (quoting Initial 
Determination on Violation of Section 1337)

Crocs court reiterates risks

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• Federal Circuit rejects construction.

• “[S]hows dangers of reliance” on detailed construction, 
focusing on particular features and leading ALJ and 
Commission “away from consideration of the design as a 
whole.”

• “Without a view to the design as a whole, the Commission 
used minor differences between the patented design and 
the accused products to prevent a finding of 
infringement.”

• Crocs, 598 F.3d at 1303

Crocs court reiterates risks

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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Crocs side by side comparison

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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• “Words cannot easily describe ornamental designs.  A 
design patent’s claim is thus often better represented by 
illustrations than a written claim construction.”

• Sport Dimension, Inc. v. Coleman Co., 820 F.3d 1316, 1321 (Fed. 
Cir. 2016)

• BUT court may use claim construction to help guide fact 
finder through issues that bear on claim scope.

• For example, distinguishing between features of the 
claimed design that are ornamental and those that are 
purely functional.

Sport Dimension court agrees

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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Do the words and title matter?

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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Article of manufacture is limiting

Morrison & Foerster LLP

‘550 application:  “Ornamental design for a
lip implant as shown and described.”

Prior art:  Dick Blick stump

In re Surgisil, 14 F.4th 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2021)
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• Design patents claim designs, not designs as converted to list of 
technical elements that feels like utility patent checklist.

• Construction useful for specific questions bearing on claim scope:
• Functionality
• Disclaimed material  (e.g., presence of dotted lines)
• Drawing conventions that may not make sense to fact-finder (e.g., 

oblique shade lines to represent transparent or shiny surfaces)

• General efforts to translate design into words independent of above 
goals less likely to be successful, especially with extensive detail.   
Even if you persuade trial court or ALJ to construe as requested, that 
victory could be in jeopardy.

Litigation takeaways

Morrison & Foerster LLP
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Overall Appearance Is What Matters
Not any underlying functional attributes

• Any “Swivel-ability” of Stool Does Not Matter.
• Overall Appearance of Stool Does Matter.
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Designs Do Not Protect 
General Ideas or Concepts

31

Design Right
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Designs Do Not Protect 
General Ideas or Concepts

32

Design Right Accused Design

Albeit Same Idea, No Design Infringement
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Design Patents Do Not Protect 
General Ideas or Concepts

Patented Design Accused Design
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Albeit Same Idea, No Design Patent  Infringement

Design Patents Do Not Protect 
General Ideas or Concepts

Patented Design Accused Design
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Two One Functionality” Issue

Issue 1: Statutory Compliance 
Is the Design Eligible for Design Protection?

35
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Two One Functionality” Issue

Issue 1: Statutory Compliance 
Is the Design Eligible for Design Protection?

Issue 2: Claim Construction
Are Any Aspects of the Appearance To Be 
Disregarded?

36

Part of scope 
of protection?
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Issue 1: Statutory Compliance

Is the Overall Design Eligible for 
Design Protection?

37
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35 U.S.C. § 171(Design Patents)
35 U.S.C. § 101 (Utility Patents)

38

“Whoever invents any new, original and ornamental
design for an article of manufacture may obtain a 
patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 
requirements of this title.”

“Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful
process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, 
may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions 
and requirements of this title.”

35 U.S.C. § 101, Utility Patents

35 U.S.C. § 171, Design Patents
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What Qualifies as “Ornamental?”
35 U.S.C. §171

39

Bonito Boats (1989)

“To qualify for protection, a design must present an 
…appearance that is not dictated by function 
alone, and must satisfy the other criteria of 
patentability.” 

See 35 U.S.C. §171.  

Operative question: Are there alternative designs?
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“Dictated Solely by Function”
Alternative Designs Test 

Fed. Cir.:
“We have often focused … on the availability of 
alternative designs as an important—if not 
dispositive—factor in evaluating the legal 
functionality of a claimed design.”

Ethicon v. Covidien
(Fed. Cir. 2015)

“To be considered an alternative, the alternative 
design must simply provide the same or similar 
functional capabilities.”

* * *
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Example 1

Issue 1: 
Statutory Compliance 

41
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Example 1 Example 2

Issue 1: 
Statutory Compliance 

42
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Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Issue 1: 
Statutory Compliance 

43
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Sketchers U.S.A. v. Eliya, Inc., 
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1880812 (C.D. California, Mar. 14, 2017)(J.Otero)

D655,901

5-Factor Test
1) Is the design the “best design?”
2) Would alternative designs adversely affect article’s utility?
3) Any concomitant utility patents?
4) Any advertising touting utility of particular features of the design?
5) Any elements in the design or an overall appearance clearly not dictated 

by function?
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Sketchers U.S.A. v. Eliya, Inc., 
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1880812 (C.D. California, Mar. 14, 2017)(J.Otero)

D655,901

D.Ct.: Defendant failed to show by clear and convincing 
evidence that midsole/periphery is dictated solely by function.
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Issue 2: Claim Construction

Are Any Aspects of the Appearance of 
the Overall Design Disregarded?

46
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Two One Functionality” Issue

Issue 1: Statutory Compliance 
Is the Design Eligible for Design Protection?

Issue 2: Claim Construction
Are Any Aspects of Appearance To Be 
Disregarded?

47

Part of scope 
of protection?
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Elmer v. ICC Fabricating, Inc.,
67 F. 3d 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1995)(J.Lourie)

Holding: “Support ribs” and “protrusion” are 
functional, but part of the Claimed Design. 
Their inclusion in solid lines in claimed design 
limits scope of protection.

Design Right Accused Product

vs.
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But see, Oddzon Prods., Inc., v. Just Toys, Inc. 
122 F. 3d 1396 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (J. Lourie)

tail and fins

Holding: Tail and fins are 
“dictated solely by function” and 
are thus not part of claimed 
design.

49
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Claim Construction (Matter of Law)
“Richardson's multi-function tool comprises several elements that
are driven purely by utility. As the district court noted, elements
such as the handle, the hammer-head, the jaw, and the crowbar
are dictated by their functional purpose.”

Richardson v. Stanley Works, Inc.,
597 F.3d 1288 (Fed. Cir. 2010)(J.Lourie)

2

4
1

3

hammer-head

jaw

handle
crow-bar

50
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Claim Construction

“Discount,” “Ignore,” “Factor out,” these features

“Divide and Conquer”?
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1

4

3

2

hammer-head

jaw

handle

crow-bar

“Divide and Conquer”?
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1

4

3

2

hammer-head

jaw

handle

crow-bar

“Divide and Conquer”?
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Claim Construction = Claim Destruction

54
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Apple, Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 
786 F.3d 983 (Fed. Cir., May 18, 2015)(J.Prost)

Apple Design Patent

rounded 
corners

rectangular 
shape
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Apple, Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 
786 F.3d 983 (Fed. Cir., May 18, 2015)(J.Prost)

Fed. Cir.: “Richardson did not establish a rule to eliminate entire 
structural elements from the claim scope as Samsung argues.”

Apple Design Patent

rounded 
corners

rectangular 
shape
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Apple, Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 
786 F.3d 983 (Fed. Cir., May 18, 2015)(J.Prost)

Apple Court: “The claim construction included the ornamental aspects 
of the components: 

‘(i) the standard shape of the hammer-head, 
(ii) the diamond-shaped flare of the crow bar and the top of the jaw, 
(iii) the rounded neck, 
(iv) the orientation of the crow bar relative to the head of the tool, and 
(v) the plain, undecorated handle.’”
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Ethicon v. Covidien, 
796 F.3d 1312 (Fed. Cir., Aug. 7, 2015)(J.Chen)

torque knob

activation 
button

trigger
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Ethicon v. Covidien, 
796 F.3d 1312 (Fed. Cir., Aug. 7, 2015)(J.Chen)

Fed.Cir.: “We agree that the trigger, torque knob, and activation button elements 
of the underlying article have functional aspects. But the district court's 
construction of the Design Patents to have no scope whatsoever fails to 
account for the particular ornamentation of the claimed design and departs 
from our established legal framework for interpreting design patent claims.”

torque knob

activation 
button

trigger
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Sport Dimension v. Coleman Co.,
820 F.3d 1316 (Fed. Cir. April 19, 2016)(J.Stoll)

armband

side 
torso 
tapering

60
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Sport Dimension v. Coleman Co.,
820 F.3d 1316 (Fed. Cir. April 19, 2016)(J.Stoll)

FED CIR: “The district court eliminated the armbands 
and side torso tapering from the claim entirely, so its 
construction runs contrary to our law.”

armband

side 
torso 
tapering

61
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OddzOn Prods. v. Just Toys, 
122 F.3d 1396, 1405 (Fed. Cir. 1997) (J. Lourie)

“A design patent only protects the:

(1) novel, and

(2) ornamental

features of the patented design.”

WRONG!
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Boiling Point v. Fong Ware Co., 
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 171234 (C.D. California, April 27, 2017)(J.Klausner)

D680,811

Claim Construction: The ornamental design for an apparatus for 
holding and heating a hot pot, excluding the functional aspects of 

1. the frustoconical bowl and the prongs around the rim, and 
2. openings to allow airflow.

frustoconical 
bowl

airflow 
openings
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Junker v. Med. Components, 
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179955 (E.D. Penn., Oct. 31, 2017)(J.Goldberg)

D450,839

D.Ct.: 
“Is the ‘hub’ purely functional, and thus non-protectable?”

But recall Fed. Cir:
“District courts must be careful not to eliminate whole aspects 
of a claimed design…” Sport Dimension

hub
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Hafco Foundry v. GMS Mine, 
2018-1904 (Federal Circuit)(Oral Argument March 8, 2019)

D681,684

GMS: “[T]he functional elements in Hafco’s design are factored out of 
the infringement analysis.” (p. 9)

GMS: “In conducting the infringement analysis, it is appropriate to filter 
out similar design elements that were found in the prior art.” (p. 18)

drum

stand

lid

blower
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Clear Statement of Law
Clear Jury Instruction

overall appearance of the design as 
depicted in the drawings; it does not 
protect functional qualities or general 
design concepts.”

“A design patent only protects the:

(1) novel, and 

(2) ornamental 

features of the patented design.”
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Thank You!

 Christopher V. Carani is a partner at McAndrews, Held & Malloy, Ltd. practicing 
in all areas of IP with particular emphasis on design law, which focuses on the 
protection of the appearance of products using a strategic combination of design 
rights, utility patents, trade dress and copyrights.  He is widely recognized as a 
leading authority in the field of design law having published and lectured in the field 
for more than 20 years. Chris has extensive experience litigating design law cases, 
including high profile matters before U.S. district courts, the Federal Circuit, U.S. 
Supreme Court and the ITC.  Chris is the current chair of the AIPPI Committee on 
Designs, and past chair of both AIPLA and ABA Design Rights Committees. His book 
“Design Rights: Functionality and Scope of Protection,” published by Wolters Kluwer 
N.V. (2nd Edition 2022), is the seminal work on these contentious and decisive issues.  

Christopher V. Carani, Esq.
Shareholder
McANDREWS HELD & MALLOY LTD.
500 West Madison St., Suite 3400
Chicago Illinois 60661
(Tel) 312 775 8000
(Fax) 312 775 8100
ccarani@mcandrews-ip.com
www.mcandrews-ip.com
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Design Rights: Functionality & Scope of Protection
Ed. Christopher V. Carani,  

Wolters Kluwers,N.V. (2nd Edition 2022)

All or Nothing At All: Design Patent’s 
Ornamentality Requirement and the Failings of 

Feature Filtration, 
36 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 213 (2022)

Publicaitons
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WRITTEN DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENT
FOR DESIGN PATENTS
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Section 120 and 112 have requirements tied into the following 
three circumstances:

1. Can you amend the scope of a claim in a pending design 
application? 

2. If you file a continuation design patent application with a 
claim scope that differs from what was claimed in the parent, 
are you entitled to priority? and

3. If you file a design patent application with drawings that differ 
from those in a non-US priority application, are you entitled to 
priority?

WRITTEN DESCRIPTION – WHAT’S THE ISSUE
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Some examples:

1. To strengthen design protection on an existing 
product/product line

2. To provide meaningful protection on later-created products 
sharing common DNA

3. Procure rights to stop a 3rd party knockoff

4. To “fix” or improve a pending application

WHY AN APPLICANT MAY WANT TO DO THIS?
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• Pending claim compared to source disclosure

Seemingly Simple Test

No

Is the design claim 
“disclosed” or “reasonably conveyed” 

in the source disclosure?
Yes

No

New Matter
Or Priority Denied

No New Matter
Or Priority Approved
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In re Salmon (CAFC 1989)

Changed shape 
of seat entirely 
from square to 
circular

A patent for a stool with a round seat could not use the filing date of a 
parent application for the same stool with a squared seat
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• Applicant filed a continuation design patent application and 
needed priority to a utility patent application to avoid an on-
sale bar

• Disclaimed wheels (added disclaimed spokes)

• Note some other changes (see e.g., seam in seat)

Racing Strollers (CAFC 1989)
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• Rejected; Board affirmed; CAFC reversed (En Banc)

• As a practical matter, meeting the … requirements of Section 
112 is, in the case of an ornamental design, simply a question 
of whether the earlier application contains illustrations, 
whatever form they may take, depicting the ornamental design 
illustrated in the later application.

• The test should generally focus on whether the later filed 
(claimed) design has been disclosed. 

• The test for sufficiency in disclosure is whether the disclosure 
reasonably conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor 
had possession of the claimed subject matter at the time of filing 

Racing Strollers (CAFC 1989)
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• Applicant filed leecher design with leaf ornamentation. Filed a 
continuation to protect without ornamentation (priority 
needed) 

• Surface ornamentation removed

• Examiner denied priority and rejected claim - – a design is a 
unitary thing and any change to the design is a different thing 
not entitled to priority 

In re Daniels (CAFC 1998)
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• Board affirmed; CAFC reversed

• The leaf design does not override the underlying design

• The test for sufficiency in disclosure is whether the disclosure 
reasonably conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor 
had possession of the claimed subject matter at the time of 
filing 

IN RE DANIELS (CAFC 1998)
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• Applicant needed priority 
to avoid an on-sale bar

• Priority NOT granted

• A new (unclaimed) 
boundary line did not have 
support in original

• The design claiming only a 
trapezoidal top portion of an 
undivided center front 
panel was not reasonably
conveyed to those skilled in 
the art that the inventor had 
possession of the claimed 
subject matter at the time of 
filing 

In re Owens (CAFC 2013)
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• Pending claim compared to source disclosure

USPTO CREATED A CARVE OUT

No

Is the design 
claim “disclosed/reasonably conveyed” 

In the source disclosure? Yes

No

New Matter
Or Priority Denied

No New Matter
Or Priority 
Approved

Is the “scope” of the design 
claim “reasonably conveyed”?

No  “The 
Carve Out”

Yes
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• CAFC had never found that the written description 
requirement was not met where the later filed design was 
disclosed in the originally filed application

• Where support exists, USPTO announced it was “carving out” 
situations where a design applicant cannot protect its design 
even if it is shown: 
o USPTO wants on random combination of elements that seemingly 

create a “new” design 
o relying on utility patent “written description” law for precedent  

USPTO THE CARVE OUT – HISTORY
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• Baby Bottle Strap Example – Design Day 2013

USPTO THE CARVE OUT – HISTORY
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• Strap Fastener Example – Design Day 2013

USPTO THE CARVE OUT – HISTORY
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• GUI Example – USPTO 2013

USPTO THE CARVE OUT – HISTORY
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• Guidelines regarding the “overview” – MPEP 15.51.01

• In the vast majority of such situations, the examiner will be able 
to determine based on a review of the drawings that the 
inventor had possession of the later-claimed design at the time 
of filing the original/earlier application. 

• As a practical matter, meeting the written description 
requirement of Sec. 112 is, in the case of an ornamental design, 
simply a question of whether the earlier application contains 
illustrations, whatever form they may take, depicting the 
ornamental design illustrated in the later application and 
claimed therein later claims to discrete portions will most 
likely be OK in almost all circumstances

THE CARVE OUT – PART 2 (GUIDELINES)
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• Guidelines regarding the “carve out” - – MPEP 15.51.01

• In limited situations, however, the examiner will not be able to 
conclude based on a simple review of the drawings that the 
inventor had possession of the later-claimed design at the time 
of filing the original/earlier application. 

• That is, even though elements of the later-claimed design may 
be individually visible in the original/earlier disclosure 
(whether shown in solid or broken lines), additional 
consideration is required by the examiner to determine 
whether the later-claimed design was reasonably conveyed to 
the ordinary skilled designer and therefore, supported by the 
original/earlier disclosure

THE CARVE OUT – PART 3 (GUIDELINES)
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• Guidelines regarding the “carve out”

• The test for sufficiency is whether the disclosure of the 
application relied upon reasonably conveys to those skilled in 
the art that the inventor had possession of the claimed subject 
matter as of the filing date

• If the examiner determines that the later-claimed design was 
not reasonably conveyed to an ordinary designer by the 
original/earlier disclosure, the examiner should reject the 
claim for lack of written description (or when evaluating a 
priority or benefit claim, the application would not be entitled 
to the earlier date)

THE CARVE OUT – PART 4 (GUIDELINES)
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• If a rejection, the examiner must set forth detailed findings to 
establish a prima facie case

• Applicant can present arguments and/or evidence in rebuttal

• The Examiner would reassess as with any other rejection

THE CARVE OUT – PART 5 (PROCESS)
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• The disclosure from the priority application does not show the 
same design as that of the ’465 Patent
o The spout tip shape is different
o The slit openings were removed

• The design was not afforded the priority date of the parent 
application

Munchkin v. Luv N’ Care (PTAB 2014)
U.S. Pat. No. D617,465
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• NIKE filed a continuation application containing line 
drawings that claimed priority from a parent 
application containing photos

• Examiner considered and granted the priority claim 

• Skechers attacked showing enlarged figures and 
minute differences 

• The Board found the “excessively critical micro-
analysis” improper and noted any observer would 
be hard-pressed to discern any differences  

• Citing to Daniels, the Board found the drawings in a 
continuation need not be “exactly the same as the 
photographs of the parent” and where, as here, the 
drawings are sufficiently consistent with the 
photographs, that the inventor had possession of the 
claimed design at the time of the filing of the parent 
application.

Skechers v. NIKE (PTAB 2016)
Patent D725356 
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• Embodiment 1: short dress FIGS 1-4 (and 6-11)

• Embodiment 2: long dress FIG. 5 

• Applicant elected Short dress embodiment & filed DIV to cover long dress

• In DIV, patentee added supplemental figures similar to short dress but if it has 
been longer

• The divisional granted as U.S. Pat. No. D744723 

• David’s Bridal challenged the patent (if it was not entitled to original filing date, 
it would be invalid on its own art – like in Daniels, Owens, etc)

David’s Bridal v. Jenny Yoo (PTAB 2017)
Patent D744723 
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• “The test for new matter is not whether the desired 
correction was ever specifically illustrated in a 
particular figure as filed, but whether there is support 
anywhere in the drawings for the necessary or desirable 
figure corrections.”  

• a skilled artisan would recognize that the inventor had 
possession of the longer length dress and panels shown 

• The figures appear to be simply the natural result of 
lengthening the bottom portion of the shorter dress and 
convertible panels, as shown in Figure 5 illustration of 
the longer dress.  

• We are persuaded that the inventor had possession of 
the features shown in drawings Figures 2, 3, and 4 of the 
’723 patent at the time of filing of the ’548 application. 

David’s Bridal v. Jenny Yoo (PTAB 2017)
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David’s Bridal v. Jenny Yoo (PTAB 2017)

+ =

Original Filing Divisional
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• Challenge over effective filing date (claimed 
priority from an RCD) 

• Petitioner asserted that the seven LEDs 
configuration was not supported

• The critical inquiry was whether the European 
application “reasonably conveys to the artisan 
that the inventor had possession at that time of 
the later claimed subject matter.”

• Petitioner’s micro-analysis of an enlarged and 
isolated feature (namely, the light bulb filament) 
is misplaced

• Any variation … as compared to the priority 
photographs, is barely perceptible and does no 
more to defeat priority in this case than did the 
multiple differences identified in the Skechers 
decision

Levitation Arts v. Flyte (PTAB 2019)
Patent D799100 
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• Applicant amended design claim to change it from a full 
helmet to partial helmet

• Received a Section 112 written description rejection 

In re Bologna – (PTAB 2019)

Original Fig. 1 Revised Fig. 1
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• Rejection 1: original claim was directed to original helmet 
and the revised claim is directed to just a vent hole region 
and a portion of an opening

• Ruling: reversed.  Law permits this. Examiner didn’t apply 
“reasonably conveys” test 

In re Bologna – (PTAB - 2019)

Original Fig. 1 Revised Fig. 1
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• Rejection 2: new boundary edge feature just stops defining 
a partial edge that just didn’t exist

• Ruling: affirmed under Owens.  This is Owens without 
meaningful distinction. Stopping shading = adding broken 
line

In re Bologna – (PTAB - 2019)

Original Fig. 1 Revised Fig. 1
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• GUI claim  (3 embodiments)

• EXMR: Written description 
rejection (this embodiment was 
not described) and GUIs (2D) 
are different

• APPLICANT: The only difference 
is that the shown sides are 
claimed/disclaimed AND MPEP 
says you can generally do this

• BOARD: The exact current 
breadth of the claim need not 
have been specifically depicted 
in the original drawings to 
satisfy the written description 
requirement – REVERSED

• BOARD: Allowable either way

Ex Parte Giza – (PTAB 2019) 

Revised FigureOriginal Figures
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• Disclosure will carry the day in almost all circumstances

• Cannot add boundary lines if support for those lines did not 
exist (Owens and Bologna)

• In some rare cases where the later-filed claim seems to be 
made up of a hodgepodge of unrelated elements to form a new 
design, don’t be totally surprised to get a rejection
o portions that are visually associated with one another will most 

likely be OK
o portions that are functionally associated with one another will 

most likely be OK
o Giza and Bologna provide good guidance
o Still no case law to support the rejection

• Anticipate potential continuations and amendments and 
provide support in original filing materials

Take Away Points
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